
COVID-19 IMPORTANT  INFO 

 

1. You need to complete    https://covidpass.lv/en/ 
not earlier than 48 hrs before trip.  
 

2. All the skaters must have valid test at accreditation ( PCR 72 hrs or Antigen 48 hrs )  
Antigen tests are available even at airport ;  
Also you can make a tests before departure ( who needs for returning ) , better if you 
sign in advance online . The price for PCR saliva test is 25 euro  
Legal and most comfortable laboratory is here :  
 
https://www.egl.lv/en/ 
 

3. Only 1 coach per  skater . No chaperons inside of dressing rooms . 
No spectators but only livestream video during all the event long.  
 
 

4. Caféteria and hot meal /snacks will be available during all the event as we have 
“ bubble “  . Also café is working for take away. Room service and food delivery is 
working at hotel also. Food markets are working from 7.00 till 19.00  

 

5. You have to come back to hotel till 20.00 before restrictions  ( or have printed form 
/explanations with reason ) . All the days competition will finish around 19.20 max 
and you have enough time to come back to hotel.  
 
 

6. Taxi applications is the most suitable and cheap here   as BOLT and UBER .  
 

7. Masks are the mandatory and obligated  at the  ice rink ( also all the public places ) . 
Skaters may not use the mask during warm ups and skating program ,but  all the 
other situations including dressroom / lobby /café /kiss&cry wearing mask only. 
 
 

8. We`ll be very thankful if You bring MUSIC on USB FLASH properly signed , printed 
COPY of PASSPORT/TEST`S RESULT/SERTIFICATE at once at accreditation to avoid 
crowds. 
 

9. We are not printing results /judge scores anymore but all the info will be available at 
webpage www.kristalice.lv   
 

10. You have to come for warm up not earlier than 1 hour before your event and leave 
ice rink in 30 minutes after your competition . 



 
11. Victory Ceremony is not allowed/not recommended bcs of Covid-19 restrictions. All 

the skaters will receive memory gift at accreditation . Cups and diplomas for best 3 
placed skaters in each category  will be passed to Team Leader /Coach/Athlete 
shortly after event.  
 

12. We have separated dressrooms for vaccinated and not vaccinated athletes .  
 

13. We have 2 different exits from the Ice Rink to avoid crowd. 
 

PLEASE BE CAREFUL AND TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF AND NEAREST ONES DURING ALL THE 
EVENT !!! 

 KEEP SOCIAL DISTANCE !!!   

ALL THE EPIDEMIOLOGY  RULES ARE ASSURED AT VOLVO ICE RINK !!! 

 DESINFECTANTS ARE AVAILABLE AT ALL THE MAIN PLACES AT ICERINK !!! 


